RESOLUTION 256 (XI)

BUDGET OF THE AGENCY

The General Conference,

Having examined the Draft Budget for the 1990-1991 biennium presented by the Secretary-General in document CG/341,

Resolves:

1. That a total of US $613,452.00 of credit for the 1990-1991 biennium be allocated as follows: US $297,201.00 for 1990 and US $316,251.00 for 1991.

2. That such credit be used with the flexibility required to allow for item transfers to be made at the discretion of the Secretary-General for the purposes specified in document CG/341.
3. That the credit listed in paragraph 1 above be covered with the assigned State contributions, in accordance with the Scale established by the General Conference in Resolution 257 (XI), and that any adjustments required by the entry of new Member States be made.

(Adopted at the 65th Session, held on April 26, 1989)